To: FormsNet2 Transplant Center Users, AGNIS Users

From: Barb Kramer
AGNIS Project Manager, NMDP / CIBMTR - Minneapolis

Date of Release: 2010-09-30

Subject: AGNIS® Release 2.4.1

Release notes relevant to the National Marrow Donor Program® AGNIS® application version 2.4.1 are now available. These notes provide details on changes to AGNIS Data Submissions Procedures, submission of forms, retrieval of forms, and the AGNIS Client. Details explaining these modifications are outlined below, where applicable.

New Features

The following features were added in this application release, resulting in specific benefits to center.

A. Full support for submission, publish, and retrieval of curated data in XML format via AGNIS for form 2006 revision 2. When submitted via AGNIS the data for this form is stored in FormsNet2 via the AGNIS interface, when this form is completed it is published to the AGNIS 2 Repository and is available for retrieval. Specifically the Cancer Data Standards Registry and Repository (caDSR) Public ID and version supported is:

2006 Revision 2 - Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant (HSCT) Infusion: 2914060 V1.0

B. Support for publish, and retrieval of curated data in XML format via AGNIS for form 2006 revision 1. Note that submission of this form revision is NOT supported since this form has been replaced with revision 2. When this form is completed or changed following completion it is published to the AGNIS 2 Repository and is available for retrieval. Specifically the Cancer Data Standards Registry and Repository (caDSR) Public ID and version supported is:

2006 - Revision 1 - Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant (HSCT) Infusion: 2894050 V2.0

C. Following this release, all completed instances in FormsNet2 of the above forms will be published to the AGNIS 2.0 repository using the caDSR versions shown.
Restored Functions

A. AGNIS will accept submission of a 2450 Post-TED for years beyond the seventh year post transplant. This corrects an error where AGNIS would reject any submitted Post-TED forms beyond that point.

Other Software Impacted

A. Not Applicable.

Business Impact

A. Transplant centers can successfully submit a 2450 Post-TED for any year post-transplant.

B. Transplant centers can submit or retrieve the additional supported forms to or from FormsNet2 through the AGNIS version 2 service.

- See AGNIS.net and the AGNIS Google Group for more information.
- See Introduction to AGNIS on CIBMTR.org for a description of the AGNIS Publish and Retrieve modes
- See AGNIS Data Submission Procedures document for a complete description of patterns used for data retrieval.